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INTRODUCTION

Copyright collectives are critical to the economic health of the music industry, but they are at a curious crossroads. Collective copyright management is used more extensively in the music business than ever before. Expanded collective copyright management for digital streaming is the centerpiece of the Music Modernization Act (MMA)—the most extensive revision to the Copyright Act in two decades. At the same time, major music publishers, who rely heavily on collective licensing revenue, are on a years-long mission to end collective licensing for certain digital streaming rights. These trends reflect changes that streaming technology has caused in music consumption, distribution, and revenue generation.

Digital streaming has emerged as the dominant music consumption model, accounting for eighty-three percent of music revenues in the United States in 2020.1 This rapid rise to dominance naturally has profound implications for the future of music licensing. The licensing needs of streaming service providers are unprecedented in scale. Spotify, for example, currently hosts over 70 million recordings, with more than 60,000 new recordings uploaded every day.2 Most of these recordings encompass two copyrighted works that must be licensed separately: a copyrighted sound recording and a copyrighted underlying musical composition. Streaming services’ need for such a massive number of licenses highlights the value of collectives that enable streaming services to interface with a manageable number of licensors. It also highlights the importance of blanket licenses that permit spontaneous use of millions of works relatively free from infringement liability.

At the same time, the importance of collective licensing to copyright owners has decreased in the streaming age. Streaming is a highly concentrated market: Spotify, Apple Music, and Amazon Music together control two-thirds of the global streaming
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market. Thus, it has never been easier for copyright owners to license a handful of platforms that deliver the lion’s share of revenue. Further, technology has markedly reduced the costs of use-tracking and royalty distribution. All streams are automatically logged, and royalties are automatically distributed based on usage data. As a result, the major record labels often directly license millions of sound recordings to streaming services without using a collective.

Historically, collective copyright management has been valuable for both copyright owners and users of copyrighted works. The primary advantage is reduced transaction costs. Across the globe, there are millions of music copyright owners and millions of businesses that use copyrighted works. In some cases, individual transactions for large numbers of works would be prohibitively costly for both sides. Collective copyright management creates a one-stop shop for licensors and licensees, drastically reducing transaction costs. Collective copyright management further benefits copyright owners by sharing and thereby reducing administrative and enforcement costs. It further benefits users by reducing potential liability for frequent and spontaneous uses, especially through blanket licensing that empowers licensees to make unlimited use of all works in a licensor’s catalog.

The major concern with collective licensing has long been the monopoly pricing potential of collective copyright control, especially when collective licensing is combined with blanket licensing. If one entity holds the rights to license the majority of popular songs, it can exact monopoly rents from anyone seeking to use music. Radio stations, streaming services, nightclubs, and other music-centric businesses would have no latitude to seek alternatives if the rights to license the music they need were concentrated in one entity. Music licensing, therefore, has long been a heavily regulated market, controlled through a combination of compulsory licensing regimes, statutory limitations and exceptions to exclusive copyright rights, and competition authority oversight.

The question is whether such heavy regulation is necessary going forward—or, more to the point, whether collective licensing is necessary going forward. Collective licensing has dominated the music public performance rights market for a century. The two major performance rights organizations (PROs)—American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) and Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI)—offer blanket licenses for millions of works, albeit under strict regulation by the Department of Justice (DOJ) to deter market power abuses. But this model increasingly seems like a vestige of the analog age. Today, there is a relative handful of high-value licensees operating globally. Streaming services have the technological infrastructure to work with a huge number of licensors, unlike the radio stations and nightclubs of yore. Because technology enables nearly frictionless virtual licensing and automated usage tracking and royalty distribution, a plethora of

4. So-called “interactive” streaming services—including Apple Music, Spotify, and Amazon Music—license sound recording digital performance rights directly from record labels. However, sound recording digital performance rights for “noninteractive” streaming models are managed through a collective called SoundExchange. See Part II.A, infra.
music rights and royalty administration businesses have flourished that are capable of administering direct public performance rights licensing and royalty collection on copyright holders’ behalf. The performance licensing that still involves high transaction costs—licensing of radio stations and brick-and-mortar businesses such as stores, fitness studios, and bars—accounts for less than fifteen percent of PRO revenues. Further, as I discuss in Part IV.B, licensing even in those arenas is vulnerable to disruption.

The upshot is that music publishers, especially major publishers, are eager to eschew collective licensing in the digital streaming space so they can negotiate higher direct-licensing fees for streaming. As I discuss in Part III.C.3, publishers’ plans have been derailed for the time being by DOJ consent decrees that prohibit PROs from selectively licensing members’ works. Many licensees, on the other hand, are generally satisfied with how collective licensing currently functions in the performance rights space. The two major PROs are so heavily regulated that their blanket license offerings are comparable to compulsory licenses: The PROs’ pricing and licensing discretion is substantially curtailed under rate court and DOJ oversight. Meanwhile, competition from a new PRO (which poaches some of the legacy PROs’ most valuable catalog) and from a burgeoning music rights administration industry adds further pressure, casting doubt on the long-term viability of the legacy PROs. If the legacy PROs deteriorate and publishers seek direct licenses for performance rights, will licensees lobby for a blanket compulsory performance rights license?

There is precedent for such a compulsory license, as a new compulsory blanket licensing regime came into effect in 2021, mandated by the MMA, for a related right: the right to make and distribute phonorecords of nondramatic musical works, including by means of “digital phonorecord delivery.” In essence, this is a compulsory license for the right to digitally deliver—a copyrighted song encompassed in a sound recording. The MMA also created a new collective—the Mechanical Licensing Collective (MLC) (so-called because the compulsory license covers what was traditionally called the “mechanical right,” or the right to reproduce musical works in formats used for mechanical playback)—to administer the compulsory license. The MMA comes two decades after the creation of another compulsory right prompted by digital streaming: the compulsory right available to “noninteractive” digital music services (essentially, internet radio webcasters and satellite radio broadcasters) to transmit sound recordings. A bespoke licensing collective, SoundExchange, was created to administer that compulsory license as well. In total, the licensing landscape for the U.S. digital music streaming sector involves six collectives: the MLC, SoundExchange, and four PROs.7 The

7. A seventh licensing collective, the Harry Fox Agency (HFA), has handled traditional mechanical licensing for nearly a century and also handled streaming mechanical licensing in a stop-gap role for several years. The agency’s role in the streaming space was usurped by the MLC, but the MLC, upon formation, outsourced a large portion of its work to HFA.
only licenses in the streaming landscape not administered by licensing collectives are licenses for the use of sound recordings by “interactive” streaming services, such as Apple Music and Spotify. These direct licenses also happen to be by far the most lucrative licenses in the music business.

The two compulsory streaming licenses of relatively recent vintage (and their respective collectives) seem entrenched for the foreseeable future. However, uncertainty surrounds the future of streaming performance royalties. Will major publishers seek to direct-license streaming performances and withdraw their rights from PROs? Will they seek instead to phase out streaming performance royalties in favor of a single, all-encompassing musical composition royalty stream managed by the MLC? Or will they maintain the status quo: music composition streaming royalties split into performance and mechanical royalties administered and distributed by five or more different collectives. In the long term, the third possibility seems the least likely due to the inefficiencies and lack of flexibility in the current structure. The other possibilities would not be costless, however, as bypassing the PROs for streaming royalties would markedly weaken—if not ruin—the PROs on which publishers would still rely for non-streaming performance royalties.

In this Article, I examine the present state of collective copyright management and collective licensing in the United States and identify the factors likely to determine the future of collective copyright management due to new usage tracking technology and the rise of digital streaming. In Part I, I lay the terminological groundwork for subsequent discussion by defining and distinguishing the related concepts of collective licensing, direct licensing, compulsory licensing, blanket licensing, and collective copyright management. In Part II, I lay the necessary doctrinal groundwork for later discussion by disentangling the complex lattice of rules concerning digital music rights that are subject to collective management in the United States. This Part then discusses the rise of the new blanket compulsory mechanical license under the MMA and puts it into the historical context of compulsory licenses arising in response to rapid technological shifts in delivery models for copyrighted works. In Part III, I discuss the role of the PROs, the areas in which they add value as well as their shortcomings, and the pressures they face in the digital streaming arena due to a confluence of heavy regulation, increased competition, and technological changes that reduce the need for collective licensing. In Part IV, I consider the future of collective licensing in the digital streaming age, in particular the future of the MLC and the PROs.

1. COLLECTIVE LICENSING DISTINGUISHED FROM DIRECT LICENSING, COMPULSORY LICENSING, BLANKET LICENSING, AND COLLECTIVE MANAGEMENT

To lay the terminological groundwork for the ensuing discussion, it is important to distinguish several related but distinct concepts.

Collective licensing. Voluntary collective licensing (hereinafter “collective licensing”) is a practice by which a group of copyright owners voluntarily pool
together rights to be administered and licensed by a single intermediary. The intermediary, a licensing collective, is empowered to negotiate and collect licensing fees from users and is obligated to redistribute those fees to its members after deducting administrative costs. Because collective licensing is voluntary, users require the copyright owner’s permission to make the desired use. Rather than licensing directly from the copyright owner, however, the user obtains the license from the collective to which the owner has delegated the right to negotiate and administer licenses.

Direct licensing. In direct licensing arrangements, individual copyright owners directly license rights to users without licensing through a collective intermediary.

Compulsory licensing. A compulsory license enables one to use another’s intellectual property without having to obtain the owner’s permission, though availability of the license may be conditioned on the user’s compliance with statutory formalities such as provision of notice and payment of a set fee. An example of a compulsory license is the traditional “mechanical” license established by Section 115 of the Copyright Act, under which anyone who satisfies the statutory requirements may make and distribute recordings of any song that has been previously recorded and lawfully distributed in the United States. Per § 115(a), if you wish to record and distribute your own version of the song “Rainbow in the Dark,” a hit song in the United States in 1983 by the band Dio, you can do so lawfully without permission from the musical composition’s copyright owners as long as you satisfy the formalities specified in § 115(a)–(b). In short, compulsory licenses are involuntary licenses.

Blanket licensing. A blanket license authorizes the licensee to use any of the works in the licensor’s catalog an unlimited number of times within the term and scope of the license without having to obtain permission for any individual use. Blanket licenses may be compulsory or voluntary. Some licensing collectives issue blanket licenses, but not all do. The Harry Fox Agency (HFA), for example, is a licensing collective that issues per-song rather than blanket licenses.

Collective management. Collective copyright management is an umbrella term referring to rights administration on behalf of many copyright owners. Entities that engage in collective licensing are a subset of collective management organizations (CMOs). Some CMOs have the authority to license rights as well as administer them, while other CMOs do not grant licenses but merely provide administrative services—

9. Some compulsory licenses are administered by collectives. For example, the compulsory mechanical license for streaming created by the MMA is administered by the MLC, a collective copyright management organization. In such cases, the collective administers the statutory license, including royalty collection and distribution, but does not grant licenses since permission to use the works is granted by statute, not by the collective or copyright owner.
10. The blanket compulsory mechanical license for the digital distribution and streaming of musical works created by the MMA is an example of a blanket compulsory license. 17 U.S.C. § 115(a)(1)(A)(ii).
11. In recent years, however, HFA has developed procedures for issuing “bulk licenses” for large-scale digital uses. See BRABEC & BRABEC, supra note 5, at 85.
that is, they track and report uses of copyrighted works and collect and distribute payment for those uses to copyright owners. For example, SoundExchange administers collection and distribution of royalties paid on certain digital public performances of sound recordings. However, SoundExchange has no authority to grant or withhold licenses for the digital performances it administers as such authority is granted via a statutory (compulsory) license.

II. DIGITAL MUSIC RIGHTS SUBJECT TO COLLECTIVE COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES

The consumption of a digital music file online, whether by streaming or download, potentially involves two separately copyrightable works: the sound recording and the underlying musical composition. Not all recordings involve musical compositions that are subject to copyright. In the case of many classical recordings, for example, the recording is of recent vintage and is subject to copyright protection, but the underlying work—say, a Bach violin concerto—has long been in the public domain. Still, most sound recordings accessed via online streaming or download services encompass a copyrighted recording and a copyrighted underlying composition. Collective copyright management plays a role in managing the rights related to both works.

A. RIGHTS INVOLVED IN MUSIC STREAMING

Section 106 of the Copyright Act lists the rights that vest in the author of a copyrighted work. Digital music business models generally involve three of these rights: the reproduction right, the distribution right, and the public performance right. Practically speaking, only the reproduction and public performance rights are relevant for licensed digital music delivery models, since the “distribution” of a digital file via streaming or download occurs simultaneously with the performance or reproduction, and therefore distribution rights are generally not compensated separately from performance or reproduction rights. However, the type of digital delivery model will dictate whether performance or reproduction rights are implicated and how those rights are procured and administered.

Two general modes of digital music delivery predominate in the United States: digital downloads and streams. As I detail below, streaming music services come

13 The reproduction and performance rights for sound recordings are narrower than those of other types of copyrighted works—including musical compositions—in two ways. First, the sound recording reproduction right is limited to the mechanical reproduction of the recording. 17 U.S.C. § 114(b). Thus, independently made sound-alike recordings that mimic the original but do not mechanically reproduce the original do not infringe the sound recording reproduction right. Second, the sound recording performance right is limited to “digital audio transmission[s].” 17 U.S.C. §§ 106(6), 114(a). Thus, the sound recording performance right extends to online digital streaming models but does not extend to terrestrial broadcasts and other nondigital performances of the sound recording.
14 This is of course a vast oversimplification of the number and variety of business models in the ever-evolving digital music delivery market. The point here is not to catalog all business models and
in two varieties (interactive and noninteractive), and the process of procuring and paying for the necessary rights involves a different set of procedures and players for each model. Permanent digital downloads involve digital delivery of files that are not consumed by the user in real time but instead are permanently saved to the user’s device for unlimited future access in exchange for a one-time, up-front fee. (This is distinguished from the temporary or “tethered” downloads that are permitted by some streaming services for offline listening.) Apple’s iTunes Store still offers permanent digital downloads for sale at the time of this writing, as do some digital music stores that cater to audiophiles by selling higher bitrate music files, such as HDracks and 7digital. Digital streaming, by contrast, involves the delivery of music files to be consumed in real time and not saved for future use. Digital streaming businesses generate revenue through subscription and advertising models.

U.S. copyright law treats streams and downloads differently. Digital download business models involve creating a permanent copy of the sound recording on the user’s device, thereby implicating the reproduction right of both the sound recording and the underlying musical composition. Because a copy is made for future use but the work is not “performed” for the user at the time of purchase, downloads do not implicate the public performance right of either the sound recording or the musical composition.

By contrast, although any stream technically involves a download, streaming services are designed for the immediate, real-time performance of the work for the user, with no data permanently saved to the user’s device. Streamed content is therefore deemed “performed” for the user, thereby implicating the public performance right of both the sound recording—technically, the right of public performance by digital audio transmission—and the underlying musical composition.

Some streaming business models function as substitutes for sales of physical or digital copies. The law treats them accordingly and requires operators of streaming services that give the users substantial control over what they hear—and are therefore

15. The reproduction right for the underlying musical composition in a sound recording has a unique history and nomenclature: It is called a “mechanical” right because it developed as the right to be paid for reproductions of the composition in media that enable mechanical performance of the composition as sound, thus extending the musical composition’s reproduction right beyond reproduction as sheet music. See Copyright Act of 1909, ch. 320, § 1(e), 35 Stat. 1075 (1909); Robert Brauneis, Musical Work Copyright for the Era of Digital Sound Technology: Looking Beyond Composition and Performance, 17 TUL. J. TECH. & INTELL. PROP. 1, 13 (2014).


18. See Arista Records, LLC v. Launch Media, Inc., 578 F.3d 148, 161 (2d Cir. 2009) (“If the user has sufficient control over the interactive service such that she can predict the songs she will hear, much as she would if she owned the music herself and could play each song at will, she would have no need to purchase the music she wishes to hear. Therefore, part and parcel of the concern about a diminution in record sales is the concern that an interactive service provides a degree of predictability—based on choices made by the user—that approximates the predictability the music listener seeks when purchasing music.”).
more likely to replace sales—to license the sound recording performance right and the musical composition reproduction right (i.e., the mechanical right). The law therefore distinguishes between two types of streaming services: interactive and noninteractive. Interactive streaming services are those that enable users to “receive transmission of a program specially created for the recipient.” In other words, interactive streaming services provide users with on-demand functionality: The user can search for and immediately play the desired recording. Currently popular interactive streaming services include Spotify, Apple Music, and Amazon Music. Noninteractive streaming services, by contrast, substantially limit user control. Once the user selects a general stylistic orientation (“smooth jazz” or “artists that sound like Pink Floyd”), the service dictates which songs are played. The original version of Pandora is an example of a popular noninteractive streaming service. In the case of noninteractive streaming, the user has minimal control over what is played, and such services are not considered to be a direct substitute for sales of copies. Noninteractive streaming services therefore do not implicate the reproduction right of the underlying musical composition.

YouTube is another example of a major music streaming service. Indeed, it is the biggest streaming music provider in the United States. Because YouTube streams audiovisual works rather than audio alone, YouTube cannot use any of the compulsory licenses available to certain music streaming services. This means that YouTube must (and does) negotiate with publishers and PROs to license the music it uses, subject to a very large wrinkle: Because the content uploaded to YouTube is hosted not at YouTube’s initiative but rather at the direction of users, YouTube is eligible for immunity from secondary infringement liability even if it fails to secure licenses. As a passive platform for user-uploaded content, YouTube operates within the scheme of §512(c) of the Copyright Act, which limits the potential liability of service providers that host content at the direction of users so long as the service provider meets certain statutory requirements. These requirements include implementation of a system by which copyright owners may notify the service provider of infringements on its site and the service provider “expeditiously” removes the identified content upon receipt of such notice. This scheme—often called the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) “notice and takedown” regime—involves many nuances beyond the scope of this Article. But the key point is that so long as YouTube and similar services host content at the direction of users (and not at their own initiative) and comply with the requirements of §512, then such services need no licenses at all. Nevertheless, YouTube does obtain some licenses...

19. Digital broadcast transmissions by FCC-licensed terrestrial broadcast stations, which might otherwise be considered noninteractive digital streaming services, are expressly exempt from paying royalties to sound recording copyright owners. 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(1).
22. See id. at 237.
necessary to effectively operate as an interactive streaming service. That said, some copyright owners complain that YouTube executives use the § 512(c) “safe harbor” as negotiating leverage to keep licensing fees below market rates. 24

In sum, the law requires digital download services to procure licenses for the reproduction of the sound recording and the underlying musical composition. Noninteractive streaming services are required to procure licenses for the public performance of the sound recording and the underlying musical composition. Interactive streaming services are required to procure licenses for the public performance of the sound recording and the underlying musical composition, as well as for the reproduction of the underlying musical composition. 25

To facilitate new business models and reduce transaction costs, most of these licenses may be obtained via compulsory licenses or blanket licenses. The following paragraphs outline whether compulsory or blanket licenses are available for the various rights related to sound recordings and musical works, and if so, which CMOs administer the licenses.

**Sound recording rights.** Sound recording rights are required for both types of streaming services as well as digital download services. Noninteractive streaming services may obtain the sound recording digital public performance right via compulsory license. 26 Revenues generated by the sound recording digital public performance right compulsory license are collected and distributed to copyright owners by SoundExchange, a CMO designated by Congress for that purpose. Interactive streaming services cannot use this compulsory license and must directly license the required sound recording performance rights from the sound recording copyright owners (typically record companies). 27 Digital download services also cannot use this compulsory license because it covers only performances and not reproductions of the sound recording. Instead, digital download services must directly license the right to reproduce sound recordings from sound recording copyright owners.

**Musical composition rights.** The rights relevant to streaming the underlying musical compositions are the public performance right and the reproduction (mechanical) right. Musical composition public performance rights are required for both interactive and noninteractive streaming services (but not for download services). These rights are not subject to compulsory licenses but may be obtained

---


25. This summary admittedly oversimplifies a byzantine portion of the Copyright Act (§§ 114–115) and suggests that traditional categories of rights (e.g., reproduction and performance) cleanly map onto new digital music delivery models, which they do not. *See* Melville B. Nimmer & David Nimmer, *Nimmer on Copyright* § 8.36 (Matthew Bender, rev. ed. 2021). Section 115(e)(10) now expressly obfuscates the differences between the rights of reproduction and performance for musical works in the streaming and downloading context, since these twentieth-century categories make little sense in the era of digital delivery. Nevertheless, the account herein largely tracks how people in the music industry think about the lattice of rights related to online digital music delivery models.


as blanket licenses from the PROs, as discussed at length below. Reproduction (mechanical) rights for underlying musical compositions are required for interactive streaming services and download services. The Musical Works Modernization Act (MWMA), which went into effect in January 2021, created a compulsory blanket license that enables any interactive streaming provider to obtain mechanical licenses for copyrighted musical compositions underlying any sound recording that the service is lawfully authorized to distribute.\footnote{17 U.S.C. § 115(d)(1)(A). The MWMA is Title I of the MMA.} For digital downloads, record labels typically bundle the mechanical rights for musical works encompassed in their recordings with the sound recording reproduction right licensed to digital download services. The labels then pay a percentage of their royalties from downloads to publishers. However, the MWMA permits download services to use the compulsory blanket license for mechanical rights should they so choose.\footnote{See 17 U.S.C. §§ 115(a)(1)(A); 115(c)(8), (10).}

The blanket mechanical compulsory licensing process is managed by the MLC, a nonprofit CMO authorized under the MWMA to issue and administer the blanket compulsory licenses, collect and distribute royalties, maintain a comprehensive database of musical work copyright ownership, identify and locate copyright owners of musical works, and “enforce rights and obligations,” among other powers and duties.\footnote{17 U.S.C. § 115(d)(3)(C)(i).}

### RIGHTS INVOLVED IN DIGITAL MUSIC STREAMING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Digital Music Service Provider</th>
<th>Licenses Required</th>
<th>Blanket or Compulsory License Available?</th>
<th>Administering CMO(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Permanent digital download provider   | (1) Sound recording reproduction right  
(2) Musical composition reproduction right (mechanical right) | (1) None  
(2) Compulsory license available (§ 115(a)(1)) but not typically used because digital download providers pay mechanical royalty to label, which passes it through to publisher | (1) None  
(2) None (as a matter of practice, but download providers are eligible for § 115(a)(1) compulsory license administered by the MLC) |
| Noninteractive streaming provider     | (1) Sound recording digital performance right  
(2) Musical composition performance right | (1) Compulsory license for sound recording digital performance right  
(2) Blanket license for musical composition performance right | (1) SoundExchange  
(2) PROs |
Type of Digital Music Service Provider | Licenses Required | Blanket or Compulsory License Available? | Administering CMO(s)
--- | --- | --- | ---
Interactive streaming provider | (1) Sound recording digital performance right | (1) None | (1) None
(2) Musical composition performance right | (2) Blanket license for musical composition performance right | (2) PROs
(3) Musical composition reproduction right (mechanical right) | (3) Compulsory license for mechanical right | (3) MLC

B. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MMA’S BLANKET COMPULSORY MECHANICAL LICENSE FOR STREAMING

The blanket mechanical compulsory license and the MLC were designed to remedy some long-festering pain points between music publishers and digital streaming service providers. In the early days of digital streaming, it was uncertain whether digital streams constitute a performance of the musical work, a reproduction of the musical work, or both. If streams are deemed to be only performances of the musical work and not reproductions, then streaming services could fulfill their obligations to publishers by simply acquiring blanket performance licenses from the PROs. In that case, streaming services would not be obligated to pay publishers a licensing fee for the reproduction of the musical work (i.e., a “mechanical” license). Publishers predictably argued that a stream is simultaneously a performance and a reproduction and that streaming services should compensate publishers for the use of both rights.31 Streaming services, however, argued that such a requirement would constitute double-dipping by publishers—i.e., that a stream is either a performance or a reproduction, and payment for one right or the other makes publishers whole.

The problem with the streaming services’ argument is that, in the digital streaming era, streaming services increasingly replace revenue streams from broadcasts (implicating performance rights) and physical sales (implicating the reproduction/mechanical right). This dispute was partially resolved in 2008 when interactive streaming companies entered into a settlement agreement concerning streaming and mechanical rights, the terms of which the Copyright Royalty Judges adopted as final regulations.32 Streaming services agreed to pay mechanical royalties

---

to publishers as a percentage of total revenues, less amounts owed for performance royalties.\(^{33}\)

However, there were immense logistical challenges associated with licensing a new music delivery paradigm that exploded out of the gate before the new licensing framework was settled. At the time, the mechanical reproduction right in musical works was not subject to blanket licensing, so licenses had to be obtained individually. Prior to the streaming era, the mechanical right was subject to compulsory licensing upon compliance with statutory requirements, but relatively few people used it. Most publishers authorized the Harry Fox Agency (HFA)—a private party—to issue direct licenses to artists and labels that released new cover versions or reissues of previously released songs in the publishers’ catalog. When streaming models came online, publishers and streaming services naturally employed HFA to handle the administration of mechanical licenses, given the agency’s experience and capabilities in the field of mechanical licensing. But this new endeavor for HFA involved the complex—and entirely novel—tasks of administering bulk mechanical licenses to interactive streaming services and collecting and distributing the resulting mechanical royalties.

This was a flawed, stop-gap solution. By 2015, it became evident that a large percentage of mechanical royalties generated by streaming services—as much as twenty-five percent—went unpaid.\(^{34}\) Streaming services claimed to be unable to locate the owners of many songs (even songs written by superstars), so the services withheld mechanical royalty payments and persisted in the use of millions of musical works by filing bulk “notices of intent” with the Copyright Office.\(^{35}\) Although streaming services’ “inability” to locate copyright owners was partly self-serving, it is also true that ownership data problems plague the music publishing industry.\(^{36}\) Neither HFA nor any other entity in the music industry had a comprehensive, centralized, authoritative database of ownership information that could be used to match all sound recordings with the proper right holders of the underlying compositions.\(^{37}\) Copyright owners alleged HFA failed to pay—or significantly delayed the distribution of— mechanical royalties it had collected from streaming services, leading to pointed criticism of the agency.\(^{38}\) Compounding matters, the copyright owners of twenty percent of the songs on services such as Spotify did not even use HFA, making it even more challenging to match royalties

---

36. Id.
to owners. By 2016, unallocated, unpaid mechanical royalties generated by Spotify alone had allegedly ballooned to between 16 and 25 million dollars. Litigation against Spotify ensued, resulting in multi-million dollar settlements paid to copyright owners.

For copyright owners and collectives, the conflict over mechanical licenses was about revenue stream stability. For a century, the modern music publishing industry was built on three pillars of income: performance royalties, synchronization royalties (the use of music in audiovisual works such as films, television programs, and commercials), and mechanical royalties. Two of those—performance and mechanical royalties—are involved in audio streaming models, and losing either performance or mechanical royalties as a revenue stream would be devastating for publishers and songwriters. So publishers were adamant that streaming revenues adequately replace any existing income sources diminished by streaming. Of course, publishers are not the only intermediaries from the pre-streaming era reliant on established revenue streams. Whether the new revenue streams are called “performance royalties” or “mechanical royalties” might not matter much to publishers if the aggregate revenues are adequate, but the nomenclature was of existential importance to PROs and HFA, which, respectively, specialized in collections for performance and mechanical royalties in particular. In at least one commentator’s view, therefore, the fight over whether streaming services owed mechanical royalties in addition to performance royalties boiled down to a turf war between the PROs and HFA.

Regardless of various stakeholders’ motives, by the late 2010s the market for interactive streaming had become sufficiently mature and lucrative that all sides needed clarity and resolution. The solutions developed during the 2010s were patchwork, ad hoc responses to a quickly evolving market. The impromptu solutions supplied sufficient grease to keep the streaming ecosystem from grinding to a halt, but too much uncertainty and potential liability remained for those ad hoc agreements and procedures to provide a sustainable framework. Copyright owners wanted certainty regarding the extension of mechanical rights to interactive streaming, and they wanted mechanisms for ensuring accountability and fair royalty rates. Interactive streaming services wanted certainty regarding permissions and payment distribution: If a streaming provider received authorization from the copyright owner of a sound recording to distribute the recording, the streaming provider wanted assurance it would not be liable to unknown or unidentified owners of composition copyrights.

39. Id.
42. See PASSMAN, supra note 21, at 225.
43. See Gorgoni, supra note 35, at 11.
44. PASSMAN, supra note 21, at 232.
Congress’s answer via the MWMA was the blanket compulsory license for streaming mechanical rights and the establishment of the MLC to administer it.\textsuperscript{45} The compulsory license provides peace of mind to publishers and songwriters by codifying the right to remuneration from mechanicals in the interactive streaming context. The law also directs the Copyright Royalty Board (CRB), the administrative tribunal that sets compulsory license rates in the absence of voluntary agreement between the parties, to employ a “willing buyer, willing seller” standard to reduce the potential for compulsory licenses to undervalue the mechanical right.\textsuperscript{46} In return, the streaming services receive the option of a blanket compulsory license that provides a shield against future mechanical right infringement claims.\textsuperscript{47} Further, establishment of the MLC is intended, once and for all, to remedy the composition copyright ownership data deficiencies by establishing an authoritative, centralized, publicly accessible ownership database. While the database will never be entirely complete or accurate, copyright owners are incentivized to make it as comprehensive and accurate as possible. The immunity that the blanket compulsory licensing regime confers on service providers puts the onus on copyright owners to register their works with the MLC if they wish to be remunerated. This doubtless comparatively disadvantages independent artists who lack the resources of large publishing companies.\textsuperscript{48} The flip side, however, is that registering and collecting through the MLC is entirely free to copyright owners, as the MLC is bankrolled by the digital service providers (DSPs).\textsuperscript{49}

\section*{C. Compulsory Licenses as a Response to Market Transformation}

To navigate licensing uncertainty in uncharted technological waters, the MWMA’s blanket compulsory mechanical license for streaming services and its establishment of the MLC employ a combination of time-honored devices in copyright jurisprudence: compulsory licenses and collective copyright management. Indeed, the original compulsory mechanical license established under the Copyright Act of 1909 arose in a context that bore similarities to the conflicts over streaming. In the early twentieth century, the copyright owners of musical works—generally, music publishers—relied on one revenue stream: royalties from the sale of printed sheet music. (The public performance right in musical works was nascent, having just been added to the Copyright Act in 1897.)\textsuperscript{50} A new music delivery technology
developed that threatened to erode sheet music royalties: player pianos. Player pianos were automated devices that played themselves with the aid of paper rolls inserted into a mechanism embedded in the piano, which would operate the piano keys according to the information recorded as hole punches on the roll. With no human player, there was no need to buy sheet music. Publishers faced a major threat if the exclusive right to reproduce a musical work did not include the right to reproduce it in forms beyond sheet music—that is, in forms in which the work could be performed by a mechanism rather than by a human. With the arrival of player pianos and contemporaneous rapid advances in recording technologies, one could already imagine a world in which sales of copies in machine-playable form would outnumber sales of sheet music. But uncertainty clouded the extent and nature of the publishers’ rights in these uncharted technological waters. Did the copyright owners’ exclusive right to reproduce a musical work encompass only human-readable formats, or did it extend to the reproduction of the work in machine-readable formats?

Lawsuits ensued, ultimately resulting in a Supreme Court decision against the publishers. In White-Smith Music Publishing v. Apollo, the Court held that the text of the Copyright Act did not support extending copyright to machine-readable-only formats. A year later, in 1909, Congress reversed the decision, amending the Copyright Act to extend the reproduction right in new compositions to “any form of record in which the thought of an author may be recorded and from which it may be read or reproduced,” including by “controlling the parts of instruments serving to reproduce mechanically the musical work.” In the same provision, however, Congress subjected this new right to a compulsory license: Once the copyright owner produced and distributed—or licensed others to produce and distribute—the musical works in machine-readable form, anyone could do the same so long as they met statutory requirements, including paying a predetermined fee per copy sold. Unlike the compulsory license established by the MWMA, early compulsory mechanical licenses were individual and not issued as blanket licenses.

The historical development of mechanical licenses from the 1909 compulsory license to the MWMA demonstrates the challenges that copyright owners and purveyors of new technological paradigms face when those paradigms upend traditional revenue streams and create new ones that defy established categories.
Under such transformative conditions, Congress often aims to balance the copyright owners’ interest in compensation against the need for new entrants into the nascent market to access content central to the new model’s functioning. Compulsory licensing regimes ensure compensation while neutralizing the power that exclusive rights might afford copyright owners to control or stifle development of the new paradigm.

Interestingly, when Congress created the digital performance right for sound recordings in 1995, it sought this balance with respect to noninteractive streaming by creating a compulsory license in that context but denied interactive streaming services access to the compulsory license. Nevertheless, interactive streaming has come to dominate the streaming market, suggesting there is some limit to copyright owners’ leverage even in a nascent market enabled by transformative technology. As I discuss in the next Part, music publishers have been hoping to similarly direct-license musical composition performance rights in the streaming context. If they do, streaming services might lobby Congress to create a compulsory performance license for musical works. In Part IV, I suggest that the successful development of streaming services despite the lack of a compulsory license for sound recording performance rights is evidence that a functioning market for direct licenses is possible and a compulsory license may be unnecessary.

III. COLLECTIVE LICENSING AND STREAMING: PERFORMANCE RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS (PROS)

As noted in Part I, collective licensing involves voluntary licensing through a collective that sets licensing fees for members’ works. In the streaming context, collective licensing is used to license performance rights in streamed musical works (that is, the right to perform the song underlying a recording).

A. PRO COLLECTIVE LICENSING AS A SOLUTION TO TRANSACTION COSTS

The practice of collective licensing would not be so deeply entrenched in the modern music industry were its advantages not remarkable. The primary advantage of collective licensing is that it markedly reduces transaction costs for rights holders as well as music users. Millions of businesses publicly perform music daily in the United States: digital audio and video streaming services, radio stations, stores, malls, bars, restaurants, dance schools, ice rinks, gyms, bowling alleys, airports,
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58. See Victor, supra note 56, at 940–41.
59. See Friedlander, supra note 1, at 3.
airlines, hotels, office buildings, places of worship, and countless other businesses. Musicians “cover” popular songs in live public performances at thousands of coffee shops, bars, restaurants, theaters, and concert arenas across the country nightly. Many of these performances would infringe if unlicensed. Historically, it would have been impracticable for every business and organization to negotiate with myriad copyright owners for the rights to perform each individual work. It would be an even more Herculean task (and prohibitively expensive) for copyright owners to negotiate and execute licenses with every user across the globe and collect and administer the licensing fees—often micropayments—on a per-work basis. (As I discuss in Part IV, however, technology is dramatically reducing these transaction costs. Direct licensing is far more feasible now than in the pre-streaming era—raising some doubts about the value that PROs add.)

Collective licensing organizations reduce these transaction costs by creating a one-stop clearinghouse for rights. The major PROs in the United States are the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP), Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI), and SESAC (originally the Society of European Stage Authors and Composers). Members (music publishers and songwriters) grant the PRO the non-exclusive right to license nondramatic public performances of all works to which the member has rights, so long as the licensor remains a member. 61 Each PRO amasses a large catalog of works from thousands or millions of members (combined, ASCAP and BMI represent nearly 25 million songs on behalf of more than 2 million members) and grants music users (venues, broadcasters, streaming services, and so on) a blanket license to use all represented works an unlimited number of times for an annual fee. 62

Many countries have national collection societies that license and collect on behalf of those countries’ publishers and songwriters. Those societies, in turn, have reciprocal agreements with sister collection societies across the globe, including the U.S. PROs. 63 The end result is remarkable transactional efficiencies on a global scale. A U.S.-based songwriter member of ASCAP, for example, might open their ASCAP statement to see an accounting of a song’s performance royalties from dozens of countries all combined into one royalty check.

In short, members grant the PRO a “portfolio” license and the PRO, in turn, grants its users an “all-you-can-eat” blanket license to perform the entire corpus of works that the PRO has licensed from its members. Publishers need only license their works to one entity, and venues and broadcasters need only deal with one entity to acquire the performance rights.

61. See, e.g., ASCAP Publisher Member Agreement, at 1, https://perma.cc/Z522-YPTN.
In practice, the previous sentence is an oversimplification, at least in the United States: Although PROs markedly reduce transaction costs, they are not quite one-stop shops for the venues and broadcasters that publicly perform musical works. No single PRO has the right to license all the potential works that a venue or broadcaster might perform, nor does any single PRO catalog contain all of the popular works most likely to be performed. Nevertheless, some users obtain a license from only one of the PROs. This is a risky strategy for such businesses. It would be difficult for any licensee to ensure that the works it performs are limited exclusively to works in the single PRO’s catalog. The challenging task of divining the subset of all copyrighted musical works available through a single PRO, and then limiting oneself thereto, is compounded by the practice of fractional licensing. That is, some works in a PRO’s catalog have multiple copyright owners and, for such works, the PRO may represent some, but not all, owners of the work. A single PRO with fractional rights cannot unilaterally license the right to perform the work.64

The upshot is that streaming services, broadcasters, and businesses seeking maximum flexibility and immunity from liability must obtain blanket licenses from four PROs.65 In addition to ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC, a fourth PRO—Global Music Rights (GMR)—has recently emerged on the scene. GMR has a comparatively small catalog (about 55,000 songs at the time of this writing), but it focuses on representing mega-hits from contemporary and legacy superstars including John Lennon, Bruce Springsteen, Don Henley, Prince, Drake, and Bruno Mars. Unlike ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC, GMR is the exclusive licensor of performance rights for the songs in its catalog, which includes many of the most popular songs in pop and rock music history.

The public also benefits from the efficiencies that collective licensing engenders. Collective licensing facilitates fast, mostly frictionless transactions that give consumers of live, broadcast, and streaming music immediate access to an enormous variety of licensed music. Consumers need not wait out protracted negotiations between individual venues, broadcasters, or webcasters and myriad copyright owners before their favorite music becomes accessible.66

---

65. There are exceptions to this general rule of thumb. As discussed later in this Article, ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC permit their members to directly license public performances of their works. Broadcasters and venues can, therefore, negotiate direct licenses from copyright owners and can even, under certain circumstances, reduce their PRO blanket licensing costs to account for direct-licensing fees paid for works in the PROs’ catalogs. See BRABEC & BRABEC, supra note 5, at 469 (discussing adjustable fee/carve-out blanket licensing arrangements). This practice remains the exception rather than the rule, but I argue in Part IV that direct licensing of performance rights will play an increasingly important role in the future. Additionally, venues may be exempt from licensing public performances of radio and television broadcasts based on the size and type of venue, the sophistication of the equipment used to play the broadcast, and whether the establishment directly charged patrons to see or hear the broadcast. 17 U.S.C. § 110(5)(A)–(B).
66. For a discussion of the downsides of collective licensing, however, see Parts III.C–D, infra.
B. OTHER ADVANTAGES OF COLLECTIVE LICENSING FOR COPYRIGHT OWNERS: REDUCED ADMINISTRATIVE AND ENFORCEMENT COSTS

Collective licensing is about leveraging scale. A group of copyright owners pooling resources can accomplish far more, far more efficiently, than thousands of copyright owners could do individually.\(^67\) In addition to spreading transaction costs, collective licensing spreads administrative costs, reducing the individual costs of copyright administration for all members. The tasks of monitoring usage of copyrighted works by thousands of live venues, broadcasters, and streaming services, billing for that usage, collecting and distributing those revenues, and performing the related accounting functions are daunting for any publisher, not to mention an unrepresented songwriter. Licensing collectives enable copyright owners to outsource these tasks to the collective and share the costs industry wide.

Collective licensing similarly reduces copyright owners’ enforcement costs. Indeed, the necessity of sharing enforcement costs was a major reason ASCAP was established.\(^68\) Few venue owners or broadcasters would bother to purchase licenses for performance rights—an arcane concept to many venue owners—without a credible threat of litigation. But venues and broadcasters are too many and too widely dispersed for copyright owners to effectively monitor unlicensed performances everywhere or bring a credible threat of enforcement to every would-be infringer. Thus, an important role of PROs is to initiate actions on behalf of their members against unlicensed venues and broadcasters across the country.\(^69\)

Individual songwriters and smaller music publishers, for whom enforcement costs would be prohibitive, especially benefit from consolidated enforcement.

The result is that collectives provide these highly specialized, cost- and labor-intensive services for a fraction of what it would cost any given copyright owner to establish comparable services in house. Still, administrative fees are increasingly a point of contention between PROs and publishers.\(^70\) ASCAP and BMI reportedly charge members between ten and twelve percent of gross revenue, but publishers—increasingly capitalized by Wall Street investment firms—are becoming more proactive about scrutinizing PRO inefficiencies, expenditures, and payment practices.\(^71\) And as I note in Part IV, technology reduces transaction costs to the point where it is increasingly feasible for publishers to disintermediate.\(^72\)

\(^{67}\) See Molly Shaffer Van Houweling, Author Autonomy and Atomism in Copyright Law, 96 VA. L. REV. 549, 604 (2010).

\(^{68}\) See Merges, supra note 60, at 1330.

\(^{69}\) See John Bowe, The Copyright Enforcers, N.Y. TIMES MAG., Aug. 8, 2010, at 38.


\(^{71}\) See id.

\(^{72}\) Cf. PASSMAN, supra note 21, at 231 (noting that in the past, many publishers used intermediaries such as the Harry Fox Agency to outsource the work of issuing and policing mechanical licenses, but the trend today is to eschew such services, “as technology has made it easier for [publishers] to directly license the users”).
C. COLLECTIVE BLANKET LICENSING, MARKET POWER, AND COMPETITION REGULATION

Collective licensing is about leveraging scale, but scale can engender excessive market power.73 If one PRO held the right to license ninety percent of the hit songs on the market, and that entity’s entire catalog was licensed as a bundle, few broadcasters or venues could survive without acquiring that bundle even if they are knowingly paying for the right to use songs they will never perform. An entity that represents the majority of desirable (and theoretically competing) songs can engage in monopoly pricing. This is especially true regarding the collective blanket licensing model, in which members empower the collective to bundle works and set the bundle’s price.74 Given the pricing power that blanket collective licensing affords PROs, it is small wonder that antitrust concerns have persistently dogged PROs since their inception.

1. ASCAP, BMI, and DOJ Consent Decrees

The market power-conferring characteristic of collective blanket licensing has profoundly shaped performance rights licensing in the United States for the past century. ASCAP, the first PRO, was established in 1914.75 By the 1920s, ASCAP licensed eighty percent of the music played on the radio, and by the 1930s, its market power was so extensive that the Department of Justice (DOJ) sought to break it up as an unlawful combination.76 A DOJ suit was ultimately dropped, and in 1939 ASCAP attempted to use its market leverage to double radio broadcasters’ licensing fees in one stroke.77 Broadcasters revolted en masse, founding BMI as a broadcaster-friendly alternative to ASCAP.78 Although the formation of BMI in 1939 (and SESAC in 1930) created competition for ASCAP in the collective licensing marketplace, the anticompetitive threat remained sufficiently concerning that, in 1941, the DOJ sued both ASCAP and BMI for anticompetitive conduct under § 1 of the Sherman Act.79 These actions precipitated a settlement with the DOJ that resulted in consent decrees that regulate ASCAP and BMI to this day in order to limit the collectives’ market power.

The consent decrees, which are periodically reviewed and amended, regulate ASCAP and BMI’s licensing practices as well as the organizations’ relationships
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73. See Van Houweling, supra note 67, at 604.
75. Merges, supra note 60, at 1329.
76. Lunney, supra note 74, at 328.
77. See Peter S. Menell, This American Copyright Life: Reflections on Re-Equilibrating Copyright for the Internet Age, 61 J. COPYRIGHT SOC’Y U.S.A. 235, 245 n.23 (2014).
78. See id.
with their members. To limit the PROs’ pricing power, the decrees require ASCAP and BMI to offer blanket licenses for “reasonable fees.”\(^8^0\)

The consent decrees establish federal rate courts, which set fees when ASCAP or BMI and a licensee are unable to agree on a fee. Importantly, given the market power that exclusive licenses confer, especially when bundled together, the consent decrees limit ASCAP and BMI to acquiring and granting licenses on a non-exclusive basis. This means that members of ASCAP or BMI retain the right to directly license public performance rights themselves. The consent decrees also restrain ASCAP and BMI by limiting the type of licenses they may issue to public performance rights for musical works, thus barring the organizations from granting mechanical licenses, sound recording digital performance rights, and synchronization licenses.

Antitrust law therefore acts as a limitation on the scope of licensing collectives’ pricing and negotiating power. The two smaller PROs—SESAC and GMR—have never been subject to consent decrees, though both have been accused by broadcasters of antitrust violations. SESAC, to settle antitrust litigation brought by radio and television broadcasters, agreed to enter mandatory arbitration when licensing negotiations fail.\(^8^1\) Like ASCAP and BMI, SESAC only obtains non-exclusive licenses from its members, presumably to minimize antitrust concerns.\(^8^2\) At the time of this writing, GMR has no such constraints, and obtains exclusive performance rights licenses from its members.\(^8^3\) Nevertheless, in theory the threat of antitrust litigation helps keep both smaller PROs’ negotiating leverage in check (as evidenced by SESAC’s voluntary agreement to submit to arbitration on pricing disputes).\(^8^4\)

Ivan Reidel argues that, in theory, the competitive harms from PROs’ “one-size-fits-all” blanket licenses extend not just to music users but also to most songwriters by restricting competition in the market for songs.\(^8^5\) Because blanket licensing, not direct licensing, is the norm in the music performance licensing space, radio stations only have the option of purchasing expensive blanket licenses, which include works by superstars as well as lesser-known songwriters.\(^8^6\) Under such circumstances, licensing costs for radio stations are high and writers of lesser-known songs have few opportunities because stations are bound to play only the most popular songs to cover


\(^{8^1}\) BRABEC & BRABEC, supra note 5, at 466.

\(^{8^2}\) Id.

\(^{8^3}\) Id.

\(^{8^4}\) HFA is also a voluntary licensing collective, although as noted above it typically issues per-use licenses rather than blanket or bundled licenses. Prior to the creation of the MLC, HFA was the dominant licensing agent for mechanical rights. It is not formally restricted in its licensing conduct but is confined by the strictures of the § 115(a) compulsory license. That is, if the licensing fees HFA charges are excessive, users can opt for the compulsory licensing rate instead. Thus, the compulsory licensing rate acts as a de facto cap on what HFA can charge for its licenses.


\(^{8^6}\) Id. at 743–45, 748–51.
the high sunk cost of blanket licenses. To cover the licensing fees, stations also must devote more time to advertising, further reducing the airtime available for lesser-known songs. If lesser-known songwriters were free to negotiate prices with radio stations, competition in the market for songs would increase because lesser-known songs could be offered at a lower rate. The competition, Reidel argues, would lower radio station licensing costs, result in fewer advertisements, create more opportunities for a larger number of songwriters and artists, and enhance the diversity of music on the radio. Glynn Lunney argues a collection society PRO model would provide the benefits of reduced transaction costs while reserving pricing power to the copyright owners, thereby preserving pricing competition that ultimately benefits users and copyright owners.

As Reidel’s and Lunney’s arguments—and the history of PRO regulation—illustrate, there can be serious downsides to collective licensing, particularly in the case of blanket collective licensing whereby the collective takes pricing power and licensing decisions out of the hands of individual owners. It is reasonable, therefore, to ask why copyright owners would delegate such significant authority to PROs. One answer, of course, is the reduction of transaction, enforcement, and administrative costs discussed above. That is not a complete answer, however, because as Lunney points out, one can imagine the PROs structured not as licensing collectives but as collection societies that provide the benefit of one-stop shopping and other efficiencies without offering the blanket licenses that wrest away publishers’ pricing power. Rather, it seems that the PRO blanket licensing model persists primarily because the most powerful music licensees prefer it.

2. Music Licensees’ Demand for Blanket Licenses

Freedom of use and immunity from infringement are the key attributes licensees seek. In the Supreme Court’s words, “Most [music performance rights] users want unplanned, rapid and indemnified access to any and all of the repertory of compositions, and [copyright] owners want a reliable method of collecting for the use of their copyrights.” As noted in Part III.A, payment of a fixed fee to each of the four PROs unlocks virtually the entire catalog of the world’s copyrighted compositions for unlimited public performances largely free from potential liability.

87. Id. at 755.
88. Id. at 751, 756–58.
89. Id. at 756–58, 805–08.
90. Id. at 751, 754–56, 781.
91. Lunney, supra note 74, at 320–21.
92. See U.S. Dep’t of Just., Remarks of Assistant Attorney General Makan Delrahim, Statement of the Department of Justice on the Closing of the Antitrust Division’s Review of the ASCAP and BMI Consent Decrees 2 (Jan. 15, 2021) [hereinafter U.S. Dep’t of Just., Remarks of Assistant Attorney General Makan Delrahim] (“Throughout the Division’s investigation, many licensees expressed the view that the [consent] decrees are largely working. ASCAP and BMI licenses allow music users to gain immediate access to millions of musical works and receive protection from unintended copyright infringement.”).
Blanket licenses also have the benefit of predictability: Broadcasters and venues can budget in advance for annual PRO fees, which do not change dramatically each year. Of course, the degree to which users prefer blanket licenses to direct or per-program licenses depends on how much music they use. The cost and inflexibility of blanket licenses frustrates occasional users of music. Blanket licenses are designed to be as homogenous as possible, since tailoring increases transaction costs. As a result, the PROs primarily offer “all-you-can-eat” licenses with little room for customization and a limited set of pricing tiers designed to treat all relatively similar users alike. The lack of granularity naturally leads to inefficiencies. The limited menu of options chafes licensees who feel that the available licenses do not fit their usage patterns. Inevitably, some licensees will overpay for music they will not or cannot use. Those who expect to underutilize a license might opt to forgo performing music altogether or take their chances performing unlicensed music. Using unlicensed music “on the down low” might not be an option for large, conspicuous broadcasters. However, it is an option for smaller entities that can more easily fly under the radar such as bars, restaurants, and coffee shops—although there are risks even for smaller users.

The use of unlicensed music, or the decision by potential users to forgo music altogether, represents a market failure that decreases the availability of music and results in lost revenue for songwriters and publishers. PROs do offer tiered pricing based on business type, audience size, and expected usage, but many establishments must pay a minimum fee, and licenses are typically sold on an annual basis. Even for small establishments, the combined price for blanket licenses from ASCAP, BMI, SESAC, and GMR could easily exceed $1,500 annually. This is a hefty price for
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95. To reduce market power, ASCAP’s consent decree also requires ASCAP to offer “per-program licenses” as an alternative to blanket licenses. ASCAP Consent Decree, supra note 79, at 5 (§ VII). A per-program license “authorizes a broadcaster to perform ASCAP music in all of the broadcaster’s programs, the fee for which varies depending upon which programs contain ASCAP music not otherwise licensed for public performance.” Id. at 2 (§ II(J)).
96. See National Religious Broadcasters Music License Committee, supra note 94, at 3.
99. For example, a bar or restaurant with a maximum occupancy of one hundred that plays recorded music as well as live music three or fewer nights per week would pay at least $770 annually to ASCAP alone, and would still have to purchase licenses from three other PROs. See id.
a small business that may only wish to host the occasional open mic night. There are no practical à la carte licensing options for businesses that wish to use a handful of songs a few times per year.

3. Major Publishers’ Push to Direct-License Streaming Services

The homogeneity of PRO blanket licenses—especially under DOJ control—also exasperates publishers. The rapid rise of streaming and the attendant shift in consumption and monetization models has left publishers bridling at the constraints of collective licensing and seeking more direct control. Dissatisfied with the rates that ASCAP negotiated with Pandora, which were subject to rate court review and adjustment, EMI, Sony Music Publishing (Sony), and Universal Music Publishing Group (Universal) threatened in 2010 to withdraw their digital rights from ASCAP. This would force Pandora to negotiate directly with the publishers for performance rights.100 While ASCAP’s internal governing documents did not allow for members’ partial withdrawal of rights, fear that the major publishers might fully withdraw their rights prompted ASCAP to amend its governing documents to permit partial withdrawal. With the PROs’ consent, then, EMI, Sony, and Universal withdrew from ASCAP and BMI the right to license “new media transmissions by new services” and struck direct licensing deals with Pandora for rates considerably higher than the rates the publishers received through the PROs.101 Pandora challenged the withdrawals, arguing the ASCAP and BMI consent decrees prohibit selective grants of rights.

The district court agreed with Pandora: The decrees require publishers to be all-in or all-out; selective withdrawal is prohibited.102 The Second Circuit affirmed, holding that ASCAP’s consent decree “unambiguously precludes ASCAP from accepting such partial withdrawals.”103 The decree requires ASCAP to license its entire repertory to all eligible users; therefore, “publishers may not license works to ASCAP for licensing to some eligible users but not others.”104

This ruling demonstrates how the consent decrees have shifted from a competition-promoting regime to a form of price control on performance licensing. Allowing publishers to selectively withdraw rights would increase competition in the licensing space. Indeed, creating space for others to license works—and thereby weaken the PROs’ market power—is precisely why the consent decrees stipulate that ASCAP and BMI must permit members to directly license works. Because

101. Id. at 205–06. See also Lunney, supra note 74, at 359.
104. Id.
publishers are denied the ability to partially withdraw rights from ASCAP and BMI, however, the PRO fees set by rate courts act as a de facto cap on the direct-licensing rate publishers can negotiate. If the fee exceeds the PRO rate, then the music user can opt for the PRO license instead.

Having lost on the question of partial rights withdrawal, ASCAP and the publishers sought to use the direct licensing rates negotiated between the publishers and Pandora as evidence of the market rate for purposes of setting Pandora’s ASCAP and BMI royalty rates going forward. The ASCAP rate court held that the negotiated rates were not fair benchmarks because the publishers had been coercive in their negotiations, largely because, in the court’s view, Sony and Universal leveraged their market power as major publishers to extract an unfair price.105 Interestingly, the BMI rate court found the rates to be reasonable benchmarks for fair market prices.106

A significant complication concerning the withdrawal of publishers’ rights that has received little attention in the scholarly literature or press, but is well known in the music publishing industry, is that U.S. publishers do not have the right to license foreign writers’ performance rights. A writer domiciled in the United Kingdom, for example, will typically be a member of Performing Rights Society Ltd. (PRS), the PRO for U.K.-based songwriters and publishers. PRS has reciprocal agreements with the U.S. PROs in which PRS directly grants the U.S. PROs the right to license a U.K. writer’s work and collect on their behalf. U.S. publishers are not agents of foreign writers and cannot collect or license on their behalf. Thus, if a song in Sony’s catalog is co-written by a U.S.-based Sony songwriter and a U.K.-based songwriter
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105. In re Pandora Media, Inc., 6 F. Supp. 3d 317, 360 (S.D.N.Y. 2014), aff’d sub nom. Pandora Media, Inc. v. Am. Soc’y of Composers, Authors & Publishers, 785 F.3d 73 (2d Cir. 2015). Regarding the evidentiary value of the license Sony negotiated with Pandora, the court found that Sony abused its leverage by refusing to give Pandora an itemized list of Sony’s works so that Pandora could remove the songs if negotiations failed. Id. at 358–59.

In a competitive, atomistic market, if one of many right holders refuses to share critical information, then the music user can see if a competitor will be more cooperative. Instead, Pandora and Sony operated in a highly concentrated market. . . . Even if Sony had provided the list of its works to Pandora, Sony would have retained enormous bargaining power; by withholding the list, Sony deprived ASCAP of a chance to argue in any persuasive way that the Sony-Pandora license reflects a fair market price.

Id. at 359. The rate court judge likewise held that negotiations between Universal and Pandora were not evidence of fair market rates because “there were virtually no meaningful negotiations between Pandora and [Universal].” Central to the judge’s reasoning was that Universal “control[s] roughly 20% of the music market,” and could therefore demand a rate “that bore no relation to the then-existing market price.” Id. at 360.

Given [Universal’s] bargaining stance, including its unwillingness in Pandora’s eyes to proceed in a businesslike manner, Pandora agreed to a contingent, short-term license, and placed its fate in the hands of the ongoing rate court proceedings. In such circumstances, this license rate cannot be said to represent a bargain arrived at by a willing buyer and seller.

Id. at 361.

106. Broad. Music, Inc. v. Pandora Media, Inc., 140 F. Supp. 3d 267, 291 (S.D.N.Y. 2015) (“The reality is that those transactions were driven by business considerations rather than the collateral prospect of copyright infringement. There was at that time a window of free market negotiations (i.e., outside the framework of rate court litigation under a consent decree) giving recognition to real world evaluations. Accordingly, the Sony and [Universal] agreements negotiated in December 2013 are valid benchmarks.”).
unaffiliated with Sony (and there are many such songs), Sony arguably has the right as a co-owner to non-exclusively license the work (at least for performance in the United States) but does not have any way to distribute collected royalties to the foreign writer and publisher. Sony does not have an agreement with PRS to act as PRS’s agent and may even lack sufficient information about the foreign writers to match the funds. And, if a streaming platform only directlicenses performance rights from U.S. publishers and skips U.S. PRO licenses, it would not be licensed to play any works written entirely by foreign writers and represented entirely by foreign rights societies. Many legacy and contemporary hits fall into this category. As withdrawal of rights from ASCAP and BMI may be an inevitability, the various stakeholders would surely work out the problem through private ordering, though a period of turbulence and litigation can be expected. Still, the problem was thorny enough that it gave some U.S. publishers pause, I have been told by a music publishing executive, when it came to the question of rights withdrawal.

After the major publishers failed in their bid to withdraw digital rights, ASCAP and BMI had reason to fear for their own existence. Although the transaction costs of licensing thousands of bars, businesses, and broadcasters might be prohibitive, licensing a handful of major streaming services is not.107 By 2014, it was clear that streaming was the biggest growth area in the music performance rights sector. Since 2015, ASCAP has had a compound annual growth rate of six percent, driven by streaming.108 Publishers were plainly eager to directly partake in that swelling new revenue stream, and there was a danger that they might withdraw all their rights from ASCAP and BMI if the economics of doing so made sense.

If the publishers were to quit BMI and ASCAP, it would be to gain direct control over streaming licensing terms and fees, not to remove the PROs as rent-seeking intermediaries. BMI and ASCAP are nonprofits that, as noted above, allow publishers to cost-effectively outsource resource-intensive royalty collection and distribution work. While publishers have pressured the PROs in recent years to reduce costs,109 if the publishers do direct-license streaming platforms, they will probably continue to employ the PROs to handle the related administrative tasks.

Doubtless concerned for their future, in 2014 ASCAP and BMI petitioned the DOJ to review the consent decrees in light of market changes caused by streaming.110 ASCAP and BMI argued that the eighty-year-old consent decrees shackle the organizations’ ability to modernize and innovate at a time when digital technologies

107. U.S. Dep’t of Just., Remarks of Assistant Attorney General Makan Delrahim, supra note 92, at 4 ("Rather than a geographically distributed scheme of terrestrial broadcasters, or an assortment of record and phonograph stores, the principal means through which many Americans now get their music is a collection of digital streaming services.").
109. See infra notes 180–184 and accompanying text.
and streaming have spectacularly altered how people consume and pay for music. Two concerns underlie this desire—if not desperation—for change. First, so long as the consent decrees prohibit partial grants of publisher rights, the threat always remains that publishers will opt to withdraw their entire catalogs to negotiate higher streaming license fees. Second, the consent decrees limit the revenue streams available to ASCAP and BMI almost exclusively to musical work performance rights. As long as that restriction remains, ASCAP and BMI cannot develop new revenue streams, such as synchronization and mechanical rights licensing, to help offset the losses if publishers withdraw their performance rights. Accordingly, ASCAP and BMI sought to have the decrees modified in three ways. First, they wanted the flexibility to allow publishers to grant partial rights. Second, they sought to streamline the fee review process (which, the PROs argued, could drag on for years, during which time ASCAP and BMI would need to grant provisional licenses to petitioning users). Third, they sought to remove restrictions on engaging in licensing practices beyond performance rights licensing.

At first blush, advocating for partial withdrawal seems contrary to the interests of ASCAP and BMI. If the publishers take back large swaths of the performance licensing business from the PROs, that will assuredly weaken the PROs as organizations by reducing their revenues and negotiating leverage. Nevertheless, the PROs decided that losing the major publishers’ streaming business was better than losing them as members altogether.

Interestingly, when the U.K. rights society PRS weighed in on the 2014 DOJ consent decree review, it advocated for the modifications ASCAP and BMI sought. That position seems counterintuitive since the sought modifications would assuredly have resulted in mass direct-licensing of streaming platforms by U.S. publishers with whom PRS has no reciprocal relationship. This would potentially have thrust the U.S. performance rights licensing environment—and the ability to collect therefrom—into chaos from the foreign CMO’s perspective. Nevertheless, PRS seemed to take the long view: If direct licensing by the majors (and thus, rights withdrawal) is inevitable, ASCAP and BMI are more valuable to PRS as U.S. partners with partial rights from the majors than if the PROs have no rights at all.
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115. Performing Rights Society, Public Comment on Antitrust Division Review of American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers and Broadcast Music, Inc., at 2 (Aug. 5, 2014). (“[I]f the Consent Decrees do not allow members to decide whether it would be more efficient to appoint ASCAP or BMI for certain types of exploitation of the performing right but not others . . . , there is a real risk that major members will withdraw completely from ASCAP and BMI, which would result in ASCAP and
In 2016, after reviewing comments from more than 200 stakeholders ranging from broadcast and restaurant industry advocacy groups to music publishers and composers, the DOJ decided not to modify the decrees. The DOJ’s biggest concerns were stability and predictability in the music performance rights market. It was reluctant to disturb the established licensing infrastructure and expectations that had developed over the nearly eight decades since the decrees were imposed.

But rather than simply declining to modify the consent decrees to be less restrictive, the DOJ unexpectedly and emphatically recommended a more restrictive reading of the consent decrees by interpreting them to require ASCAP and BMI to grant users “full-work” blanket licenses. Full-work licensing contrasts fractional licensing: ASCAP and BMI maintain they issue fractional licenses, meaning that they only license the portions of works owned by their respective members. Thus, for example, if a song has two writers, one represented by ASCAP and one represented by BMI, a licensee may not lawfully perform the song if it acquires only one blanket license from either ASCAP or BMI. Under a fractional licensing approach, the licensee must have a blanket license from both PROs. The effect of fractional licensing is that, even if a work is in the catalog of ASCAP or BMI, the licensee is not guaranteed immunity from liability unless all of the work’s writers are members of the licensing PRO. In practice, therefore, a music user that seeks maximum immunity must obtain a license from every PRO. “Full-work” licensing, by contrast, would enable a PRO to fully license a work even if the PRO represents only a fractional interest. Full-work licensing reduces the cost and burden on music users but also reduces songwriter income and control over uses. In a declaratory judgment action on the question of full-work licensing, the judge overseeing BMI’s decree agreed with BMI that the decree permits fractional licensing.

Less than three years after the DOJ closed its consent decree review, it reopened it under Trump administration leadership that was especially skeptical of antitrust consent decrees. The review was part of a massive investigation targeting more
than 1,300 legacy antitrust judgments, most of which had no termination date or sunset provision. The DOJ aimed to “pursue the termination of outdated judgments,” the “vast majority” of which “no longer protect competition because of changes in industry conditions, changes in economics, changes in law, or for other reasons.”

The CEOs of ASCAP and BMI issued a joint open letter welcoming the review as an opportunity to modernize the music rights marketplace. They acknowledged that ending the decrees in one stroke would be highly disruptive to licensees. They proposed, therefore, that the DOJ craft new decrees that would keep the present licensing structure largely in place but only for a sunset period designed to facilitate “a thoughtful transition to a free market.” The DOJ, doubtless unaware of the hornets’ nest it had kicked by reopening the investigation, optimistically predicted in 2019 that it would wrap up its review of the consent decrees before the year’s end.

This time, the DOJ received over 800 submissions from stakeholders. In January 2021, the DOJ announced yet again that it would not alter the decrees. Again, the DOJ recognized that the music market had changed materially since the decrees were imposed in the 1940s but also recognized that a complex licensing ecosystem had developed around the decrees with reliance interests too deeply entrenched to alter them without great cost.

Given that the DOJ declined to amend the consent decrees under two presidential administrations in a row, the likelihood that the decrees will be significantly altered or dissolved in the foreseeable future is low.

D. Further Downsides To PRO Licensing: Inequities, Inaccuracies, and Inefficiencies In Usage Sampling and Distribution

Blanket licensing fees are up-front, lump payments that permit unlimited use of a portfolio of works. Collected royalties are pooled and distributed to copyright owners based on complex weighted formulas that factor in frequency, type, and duration of uses, audience size, and many other factors. The payment distribution formulas of ASCAP and BMI have been criticized as byzantine and opaque, and the methods used to capture the usage data fed into the formulas critiqued as antiquated.

For example, a 2015 Berklee College of Music study on transparency and efficiency
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in music royalty payments criticized PROs for continuing to track numerous types of performances using twentieth-century sampling methods when far more advanced, accurate, and comprehensive usage tracking technologies exist today.\footnote{130} Music attorneys Todd and Jeff Brabec report, however, that the PROs have largely modernized their sampling methods.\footnote{131} That may be so, but for independent artists, the system of performance royalty collection and distribution can still be a bewildering black box.\footnote{132}

One area in which the reporting and distribution is potentially rife with inequities and inefficiencies is live concert performances. Live concerts fall into two categories for PROs: (1) songs performed in the 300 largest concert tours and festivals in the United States, as well as songs performed at approximately a dozen selected major venues such as Madison Square Garden, Radio City Music Hall, and the Hollywood Bowl; and (2) songs performed live at all other concerts and venues.\footnote{133}

The PROs track all songs performed on the 300 largest concert tours, and the associated licensing revenue is generally divided according to whether the song was performed by a headlining or supporting act (typically ninety percent of revenues from a show are allotted to the former and ten percent to the latter).\footnote{134} As regards songs performed by musicians and DJs at smaller venues, the PROs do not track these performances at all. All live musical performances that fall outside the 300 largest concert tours and a few select venues in the United States are simply unreported (except for self-reporting programs that allow musicians to receive royalties for their own live performances of original music).\footnote{135} The thousands of cover songs performed live daily at nightclubs, bars, coffee shops, restaurants, and similar venues across the country are not counted for revenue distribution purposes, even though revenues collected from such venues presumably amount to tens of millions of dollars annually. Because no data is collected for performances at these venues, the venues’ fees are distributed to publishers and songwriters according to performance data from the year’s top 300 concert tours and a few major venues, or by using radio and television performances as a proxy for live performance market share.\footnote{136} It is reasonable to assume that the songs performed in bars and coffee shops diverge considerably from the set lists of songs on current major concert tours and map imperfectly at best onto current radio and television performances.\footnote{137} If so, the
PROs’ approach to distributing concert performance revenue could result in a windfall for writers of current hits at the expense of writers and publishers of many legacy and jazz songs covered in the thousands of smaller performances outside the major concert tours.

It can be jarring for independent musicians to discover that venues may deduct a portion of the venue’s annual PRO fee from the door receipts, and that that fee will be distributed to the world’s biggest music stars. Cellist and composer Zoë Keating blogged about her frustration that her concert receipts were being diverted in this way:

[At] one concert I played last month, the gross ticket sales for the night were $9336. Of the many expenses deducted, one of the items was $86 to ASCAP. What is this? This is the nightly portion of a license fee that the hall pays to ASCAP for the permission to perform music by ASCAP artists in their venue. . . . I have composer and publisher accounts with ASCAP, so I should get this money eventually, right? Wrong. . . . Every day, thousands of venues are required to pay a percentage of their gross ticket sales to ASCAP who then gives that money to . . . let’s look here on Pollstar and find the highest-grossing concerts for 2011 . . . U2, Taylor Swift, Kenny Chesney, Lady Gaga, Bon Jovi, etc.  

The amount that PROs collect from smaller live music venues is significant. ASCAP and BMI are not transparent about small venue licensing revenue, which they include within the category of “general licensing” along with revenue from other businesses such as retail stores, fitness centers, and so on. General licensing revenue for ASCAP and BMI combined is at least $300 million annually. If one assumes that twenty percent of general licensing revenue derives from restaurants, bars, taverns, music halls, coffee shops, theaters, and similar venues, that amounts to $60 million annually being distributed irrespective of which songs are actually performed in those venues.

PRO members have tolerated this system presumably because tracking live performances in smaller venues is notoriously difficult. The PROs, for their part, probably have little incentive to change the rules if their prize members—major publishers and star writers—benefit most from the system. However, technological solutions on the horizon could make live performance tracking and reporting more

hits are still touring and cover bands and DJs do play songs by stars currently on tour. But any overlap is coincidental and does not reflect the proportional usage of songs played in most venues.

140. Because the PROs publish almost no data about small venue licensing, a back-of-the-envelope estimate will have to suffice. The estimate here assumes that small live performance venues account for six percent—or 48,000—of the 800,000 businesses ASCAP reports constitute its general licensing customer base. See ASCAP, 2018 ANNUAL REPORT 5 (2019). It further assumes (probably conservatively) that those live venues pay on average $1,250 in total annual PRO licensing fees to ASCAP and BMI (48,000*1,250=60,000,000). For simplicity’s sake, this estimate does not take into account any small venue licensing revenue generated by SESAC or GMR.
feasible, opening the door for more equitable revenue distribution and potentially
disruptive live performance licensing business models. The monetary value of small-venue live performance licensing may be
comparatively small but this function remains foundational to the PROs’ identities. Many members of the public—and many musicians—know the PROs primarily as
the entities that license bars and restaurants. Licensing venues was ASCAP’s main
function before the advent of radio, and general licensing remains an area where the
efficiencies of collective licensing are still readily apparent even in the digital age.
While major publishers believe they have the capacity to direct-license the relatively
few digital streaming services, no publisher has shown an interest in taking on the
burden of directly licensing small venues across the country and engaging in endless
enforcement. Live licensing is perhaps the area in which the PROs are best able to
demonstrate their value to their members going forward. It is therefore troubling that
it is also the area in which their sampling and distribution is most deficient.

IV. THE FUTURE OF COLLECTIVE MUSIC COPYRIGHT
MANAGEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES

Technological development has collective copyright management in the U.S.
music industry in a state of flux. Compulsory licenses for streamed sound recordings
and musical compositions have brought some clarity and stability to the streaming
ecosystem. New collective management organizations have been created in recent
years to meet the challenge of administering a new breed of licenses and royalties
from digital streaming. If the MLC database lives up to its potential, it would be
a boon to the music industry compared to the data disarray that it replaces. But
serious questions remain. How will the MWMA’s willing buyer, willing seller
standard—intended to avoid the rate stagnation that has plagued earlier compulsory
licenses—work in practice? Will the MLC database provide an effective solution to
the problem of matching sound recordings to underlying musical compositions to
ensure proper distribution of mechanical royalties?

The PROs’ future is far more uncertain. Whether—or in what form—ASCAP
and BMI survive has been the elephant in the music licensing room since 2011, when
major publishers attempted to withdraw digital rights. The failure of two attempts
to modify or abolish the consent decrees in a matter of a few years does not bode
well for the long-term viability of ASCAP and BMI in their present form. Although
the DOJ’s decision not to amend the decrees has hindered publishers’ selective rights
withdrawal plans, it likely only increased publishers’ desire to free themselves
entirely from the yoke of ASCAP and BMI.

141. See infra notes 176–177.
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A. Compulsory Licenses: SoundExchange and the MLC

SoundExchange, an invertebrate CMO in the streaming music space, has been operating since the early 2000s to administer compulsory licenses for the digital performance right in sound recordings. That said, as a CMO that primarily collects from noninteractive streaming platforms, SoundExchange is presiding over a gradually shrinking domain.\(^{144}\) SoundExchange’s royalty distributions as of 2021 account for just fourteen percent of U.S. recorded music revenue, down from sixteen percent in 2015.\(^{145}\) As interactive streaming subscriptions rise, the percentage of users listening to noninteractive online radio decreases.\(^{146}\) SoundExchange’s services will remain relevant for the foreseeable future as the compulsory license for noninteractive streaming seems here to stay, but SoundExchange is not operating in a growth market.

Nevertheless, as the earlier of the digital streaming compulsory license administrators, SoundExchange serves as the canary in the coal mine for the MLC. SoundExchange’s first two decades have been marred by prolonged and contentious rate-setting disputes, persistent data problems, and allegations of underpayment.\(^{147}\) Still, this process has certainly helped pave the way for the MLC. SoundExchange has operated under a willing buyer, willing seller rate-setting model since 2002,\(^{148}\) and has therefore spent decades hashing out with the CRB and streaming services how the standard works in practice. Commentators and music services have long pointed out that the standard itself is paradoxical, since there has never been a free market for digital sound recording performance rights or mechanical rights.\(^{149}\) In

\(^{144}\) See Statista, Share of Pandora Users in the United States from 2011 To 2020 (July 20, 2021), https://perma.cc/DEH3-UCUW.


\(^{146}\) See Grand View Research, Music Streaming Market Size, Share & Trends Analysis Report By Service (On-Demand Streaming, Live Streaming), By Platform, By Content Type, By End Use, By Region, And Segment Forecasts, 2020–2027 (Oct. 2020). SoundExchange has sought to offset these declines by providing royalty administration services for direct licensing deals and by purchasing a Canadian CMO. See BRABEC & BRABEC, supra note 5, at 595; SoundExchange Acquires CRMRA, https://perma.cc/YYSM-AXT2.


\(^{148}\) See DiCola & Sag, supra note 57, at 226–27.

\(^{149}\) See id. at 244–45 (“[A] decision rule premised on discovering the price that would be set by a hypothetical willing buyer-willing seller market is likely to generate arbitrary results.”); REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS, U.S. COPYRIGHT OFF., COPYRIGHT AND THE MUSIC MARKETPLACE 107 (2015) (noting in the context of proposed § 115 changes that digital music services “contend that the willing buyer/willing seller standard is faulty at best since the ‘market’ the standard seeks to construct or emulate does not exist and often has never existed”) (quotation marks omitted).
practice, the standard might not lead to materially different results than any other similar standards. With CRB rate hearings predictably boiling down to, as one observer puts it, “SoundExchange asking for a substantial increase in the royalties and the webcasting community ... asking for decreases.” Nevertheless, the standard now applies to compulsory blanket mechanical license rate-setting, and the CRB has had time to contemplate thorny and time-consuming questions such as who is a hypothetical “willing seller” for purposes of the standard and what kinds of negotiations are admissible evidence of market rates. The rate-setting process for the blanket mechanical compulsory license is likely to hew closely to the approach established in the SoundExchange context, albeit with some new considerations to be worked out, such as how evidence of direct licensing rates for sound recordings may be considered for purposes of market rate approximation. Publishers and songwriters believe the ability to introduce rates negotiated by streaming services for sound recordings is a major advantage of the MWMA’s willing buyer, willing seller standard for the blanket mechanical compulsory license. At the time of this writing, about fifteen percent of total streaming revenues goes to songwriters and publishers, while record labels and artists receive more than three times that amount. Songwriters hope that because CRB judges are now empowered to consider all market evidence, including sound recording royalties, they will be persuaded to reduce the substantial disparity between publisher/songwriter royalties and record label royalties.

SoundExchange’s experience with data deficiency and royalty distribution problems are also instructive for the MLC. Indeed, SoundExchange, invoking its own “extensive experience developing and providing public access to music repertoire information,” has publicly criticized the MLC’s use of “non-authoritative” sources of sound recording identifiers in the MLC database. SoundExchange’s comments about the MLC might evince a percolating turf war between the CMOs,
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but they nonetheless echo critiques that others have made concerning the development, functionality, and implementation of the MLC database. Critics have raised concerns about the accuracy and completeness of the MLC database, the transparency of the MLC organization, whether the MLC database is an outdated solution, and whether creating a new CMO risks introducing the same inefficiencies and rent-seeking that foreseeably arise with the introduction of any powerful intermediary.\(^{156}\)

While the MLC’s centralized database will never solve all the music industry’s information problems, it will help enormously compared with the scattered and patchy data conditions that preceded it. And because ownership information is dynamic as owners of works can change over time through assignment and devise, metadata embedded in files will become likewise outdated unless it is updatable and updated in real time. This makes the existence of a central, authoritative database valuable, especially if a solution is developed for pushing database updates in real time to service providers.

Finally, there is the question of whether the MWMA’s structure locks in the winners of yesterday and today to the detriment of future market entrants. Tyler Ochoa observes that the provisions of the MWMA “read like negotiated agreements between existing stakeholders because that is exactly what they are: Congress invites existing stakeholders to negotiate what they want, and it enacts whatever contractual provisions the stakeholders agree upon, so long as they keep the campaign contributions flowing.”\(^{157}\) The benefits of the MWMA “come with the costs of further entrenching existing stakeholders and business models in statutory language, erecting barriers to entry for new entities in the form of an impenetrable tangle of statutory language that deters all but repeat players from engaging in the system.”\(^{158}\) This mode of legislating imposes costs, to be sure, especially given that future stakeholders by definition have no place at the table when the rules are set.\(^{159}\)

However, the fact that the MLC and the MWMA’s blanket compulsory mechanical licensing framework arose from agreements between current stakeholders does not ensure that new entrants will be frozen out of the market. First,

\(^{156}\) See id.; Lowery, supra note 38 (alleging that the fact that the database is starting from a poor baseline means that its improvement will only result from a convoluted process of manual data entry in which “songwriters will do all the heavy lifting” if they hope to be paid); David Lowery, MLC Selects as “Digital Services Provider” the Company that Sent Fraudulent License Notices To Songwriters, RICHORDIST BLOG (Apr. 11, 2021), https://perma.cc/X6LM-EY6M (expressing outrage that once formed, the MLC immediately turned around and outsourced its royalty payment processing to HFA, which was much criticized for its pre-MMA mechanical royalty distribution practices); Chris Castle, Who Owns the MLC Database of Songs?, MUSIC TECH. SOLS. (June 19, 2020), https://perma.cc/M92T-8Z3X (arguing that the MLC database is an “11th Century solution to a 21st Century problem—a list of things that will be very difficult to get right and even more difficult to keep right” since “[s]tatic lists of dynamic things necessarily are out of date the moment they are fixed”).
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regardless of the rules’ provenance, replacing informal custom with formal rules increases certainty—and uncertainty is one of the largest barriers to entry for new market participants, especially in a market reliant on copyright licensing. To be sure, the MWMA is not a model of clarity, nor do rules always beget certainty, but the blanket compulsory license alone makes it less risky to enter the market as a streaming startup today than it was before the MWMA.

Second, the history of such a legislative approach suggests that it does not necessarily inhibit new market entrants or the development of competing models.\footnote{The MWMA, as Professor Ochoa notes, is hardly the first copyright statute to codify negotiated settlements between copyright owners and users.\footnote{Ochoa, supra note 157 (citing Jessica D. Litman, Copyright, Compromise, and Legislative History, 72 Cornell L. Rev. 857 (1987)).} For more than a century, private negotiations have routinely been used as an expedient route to copyright revision in the face of new technologies that upend existing markets and create uncertainty around the scope and contours of existing rights.\footnote{See Litman, supra note 159, at 299.} Like many other new copying and delivery technologies that have emerged throughout copyright’s history, streaming arose into a legal framework and set of industry practices that poorly fit the emerging model. The stakeholders had to construct a workable solution on the fly using legacy concepts. True, the legislation-by-settlement framework not only enables and facilitates the new model, but also entrenches it. As Professor Litman observes, however, “[i]ndustries . . . adjust in time to even the most inhospitable law. Where the copyright statute failed to accommodate the realities faced by affected industries, the industries devised expedients, exploited loopholes, and negotiated agreements that superseded statutory provisions.”\footnote{Id. at 304.} Although Professor Litman was referencing developments in the first half of the twentieth century, the narrative fits the development of streaming and will likely fit future paradigms, as well. New entrants will not necessarily be barred because when truly new paradigms—“technological discontinuities”\footnote{Greenberg, supra note 160, at 1527.}—arise, industry participants will likely forge new practices in the shadow of but outside the existing formal legal framework and the law will be adjusted and resettled again once industry practices crystalize.\footnote{However, see Dicola & Sag, supra note 57, at 221–40, for a discussion of the shortcomings of Congress’s “agree or arbitrate” approach to setting terms and conditions of compulsory licenses, particularly in the context of the sound recording digital performance right.}

B. PERFORMANCE RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS

The story of technology driving disintermediation is even more pronounced in the PRO space. As noted in Part III, the PROs’ primary function is to reduce transaction
costs. In the twentieth-century world of paper licensing agreements and manual, analog performance tracking, it made sense to have intermediaries act as clearinghouses between music copyright owners and users. Today, however, most performance revenue derives from digital streaming, in which licensing and payment transactions occur digitally and automatically.

The notion that blanket collective licenses are necessary for the efficient operation of digital music services is demonstrably false. Interactive streaming services such as Spotify and Apple Music have always directly licensed all the copyrighted recordings on their services, which has created no serious logistical challenges. Spotify hosts over 70 million recordings at the time of this writing, and that number is rapidly growing.166 Spotify licenses recording rights through a variety of intermediaries: major record labels (which function as licensing collectives of sorts for their artists); associations such as the Music and Entertainment Rights Licensing Independent Network (Merlin), which represents independent record labels; and distributors such as CD Baby, TuneCore, DistroKid, and The Orchard, which represent artists and independent labels, licensing their rights to streaming and download services globally and handling royalty collection and distribution.167 There is no logistical or technological impediment to publishers direct-licensing performance rights to streaming services. It seems that the selective withdrawal prohibition is the primary reason the major publishers continue to sublicense streaming through PROs; if publishers want to collect general licensing and terrestrial broadcast licensing revenues through ASCAP and BMI, then the publishers must allow those PROs to license digital service providers, too.168

But technology has rapidly reduced transaction costs across the range of businesses that use music rights, enabling new entrants into the performance licensing and royalty collection services space.169 For example, AMRA, a global music rights collecting society owned by independent music publishing giant Kobalt, has established a successful alternative to traditional performance rights societies by offering global performance royalty collection from streaming services.170 AMRA touts the high transparency and efficiency of its rights management platform, in

---
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contrast to many PROs around the world.\textsuperscript{171} Many other companies today in the music rights clearance and administration business have advanced licensing, tracking, reporting, collection, and payment systems that could aid publishers large and small in direct-licensing performance rights.\textsuperscript{172} Other startups are bypassing the PROs to license the music of independent artists directly to businesses for use as background music, potentially poaching a significant source of PRO general licensing revenue.\textsuperscript{173}

These trends are transforming the licensing market and creating legitimate, direct-licensing alternatives to the consent decree-bound PROs. It certainly would be possible for major publishers to directly license the handful of major streaming services and digital B2B background music providers.\textsuperscript{174} The publishers would also have their choice of the rights administrators noted above to manage direct licensing of broadcasters and other users. Or, after withdrawing their rights from the PROs, the major publishers could conceivably hire the PROs—with their extensive royalty collection and payment infrastructure—as collecting societies to administer direct licensing deals if the consent decrees are interpreted to allow this. This would align with Professor Lunney’s prediction that PROs might transition from blanket licensors to collecting societies.\textsuperscript{175} Smaller publishers and artists, too, could work with the new breed of rights management companies to administer direct licenses across diverse uses, or they could continue to license through the PROs.

Even the sphere of performance licensing seemingly most resistant to disruption—live music performances at smaller venues—may eventually be vulnerable to disaggregation from the PROs. Blanket licensing is especially valuable, and direct licensing especially challenging, in small venues where live performances are not easily tracked. However, researchers are developing technologies to address the challenge of live music recognition and reporting.\textsuperscript{176} Such technologies might one day enable new rights management platforms to facilitate direct licensing on a per-performance basis between copyright owners and bars and other small venues, obviating the need for blanket licenses.\textsuperscript{177}

\textsuperscript{171} Id.
\textsuperscript{172} Such companies include Music Reports Inc., SESAC-owned Rumblefish, MediaNet, and Crunch Digital, to name a few.
\textsuperscript{173} See, e.g., RIGHTSIFY, https://perma.cc/6EBS-DTQC.
\textsuperscript{174} Cf. Samantha Hissong, Stores Are Misusing Background Music and It’s Costing the Record Industry Billions, ROLLING STONE (Aug. 18, 2020), https://perma.cc/F82Z-238K (detailing the licensing practice and business model of B2B digital streaming service Soundtrack Your Brand, which currently licenses through PROs but certainly could implement direct licensing).
\textsuperscript{175} See Lunney, supra note 74, at 321–22.
\textsuperscript{177} As noted above, although bars and restaurants seek the peace-of-mind liability coverage that blanket licenses offer, they also complain about the inflexibility and over-inclusiveness of blanket licensing that leads to higher costs. A direct-licensing platform with a comprehensive catalog that would
Growing tensions between publishers and PROs over operating efficiencies and payment practices may also intensify publishers’ desire to take more direct control over licensing. The chairman of Warner Chappell Publishing remarked about PROs in October 2020:

Some are good, some aren’t so good; some feel like allies and partners, but some are inefficient, holding on to money and charging high commission rates. . . . When you’re objectively looking at the PRO landscape, you would rightly ask some questions: Why has it gotten more, not less, complicated in the digital age? Why are some of these guys holding on to so much money? I won’t go into individual cases . . . .

Although it is unclear the extent to which these comments target U.S. PROs, pressure is mounting on PROs everywhere to root out profligacy and maximize the size and speed of payments. Driving this trend is a recent influx of Wall Street capital into music publishing. As Music Business Worldwide recently reported, “KKR, Providence Equity Partners, Blackstone, and Morgan Stanley have jointly committed billions of dollars to buying music rights. Each has a reputation for fierce discipline.” Warner Music Group and Universal Music Group are both public companies. If direct licensing can increase revenue by even a few percentage points over collective licensing, publishers could feel compelled to make direct licensing a reality.

None of this is to suggest that it would be easy or painless for publishers to extricate themselves from the PRO ecosystem. But it now is, or soon will be, feasible to replace major functions of the PROs with specialized alternatives. ASCAP and BMI recognize this, of course, which is why over the past decade they have been licensed on a per-performance basis through automated usage tracking—allowing the venue to pay for only the compositions performed and ensuring royalties are remitted to owners of the songs that are actually played—would address many of the problems that plague live music licensing today. Of course, publishers and their direct licensing administrators would have to figure out how to maintain a credible enforcement threat in the absence of the PROs. In theory, the PROs themselves might be well positioned to pivot to a direct licensing model for live performances as tracking technologies mature. But the consent decrees make licensing individual works cumbersome, requiring express member consent for each license. See ASCAP Consent Decree, supra note 79, at 8–9 (§ VI); BMI Consent Decree, supra note 80, at 5–6 (§ IX.C).
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desperate to dismantle the consent decrees. They worry that without the ability to negotiate prices, they will forever be locked into artificially and detrimentally low rates and their members will defect to seek higher rates. Collective enforcement is a PRO function that would be especially costly to replace in a direct-licensing model. However, collective enforcement is less consequential in the digital era. Publishers are increasingly less reliant on royalties from smaller licensees, against whom enforcement is most costly.

Another big question is whether, if major publishers defect from ASCAP and BMI, broadcasters and streaming services will respond by lobbying for a blanket compulsory performance rights license akin to the blanket compulsory mechanical rights license established by the MWMA. Broadcasters and streaming services are largely content with the performance rights status quo. The present regime of collective blanket licensing highly regulated by consent decrees already accomplishes essentially what a compulsory license would do: It regulates pricing by vesting courts with ultimate rate-setting power and significantly reduces the licensing discretion of ASCAP and BMI. If music users are forced to negotiate with publishers for rates higher than those available from the PROs, the push for a compulsory license seems inevitable.

Some allege that a shift to direct licensing would not lead to meaningful competition in music licensing because concentration in the publishing market has created an oligopoly that controls and manipulates the market. Such anticompetition concerns might make a compulsory licensing solution seem more attractive. The interplay between market power and music licensing is complex, however. Major publishers have significant market share, but many small publishers enjoy market power that outstrips their “independent” status, helping to create competition. That said, because no streaming service could survive without
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Sony’s or Universal’s catalog, a shift to direct licensing of performance rights might sound like a recipe for undue bargaining power. Yet, interactive streaming services face precisely the same situation with major record companies, from which streaming services must acquire direct licenses for sound recordings. Although negotiations between labels and streaming services lead to predictable wrangling, both sides are always motivated to come to terms.191

If (or when) the push for a performance rights compulsory license comes, therefore, Congress should be skeptical of arguments that the market power of major publishers renders the development of a functional market for performance rights impossible. The functional market for digital sound recording performance rights in the interactive streaming context provides compelling evidence that copyright owners and music users can negotiate an agreement. It is not in copyright owners’ interest to exact such high prices that music users’ businesses fail. Both sides are mutually dependent: Publishers need their songs disseminated as widely as possible and music users need songs. That shared interest provides powerful motivation to come to mutually sustainable terms.

Alternatively, the § 115 compulsory license for mechanical rights could ultimately swallow performance rights licensing for musical works, at least in the interactive streaming context. The difference between the two is already more a matter of form than function, since the CRB set an “all-in” rate ceiling that includes and therefore caps both performance and mechanical royalties.192 Because performance royalties count toward the all-in rate, it is unclear whether directly negotiating higher performance royalties would benefit publishers; an increase in performance royalties would presumably decrease the royalties attributed to mechanicals but might not increase the overall pie. Under this structure, an increased performance royalty rate achieved via direct licensing might disadvantage publishers because mechanicals are cheaper to collect. Whereas copyright owners pay an administrative fee to PROs (or to a third-party administrator under a future direct-licensing regime), the MLC is funded by streaming services and therefore charges copyright owners no administrative fees for its services. This might incentivize publishers to phase out interactive streaming performance royalties for musical works.193 However, doing so would not be costless, as it would drastically weaken and perhaps destroy the PROs, forcing the publishers to develop the licensing and collection alternatives for non-streaming performance royalties discussed above. It
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would also lock all interactive streaming revenue for compositions into a compulsory licensing framework for the foreseeable future.

A compulsory performance rights license is unlikely to be a positive development for songwriters and publishers because it would lock them into rates substantially lower than those paid to artists and labels. However, a compulsory license might not be the worst outcome for ASCAP and BMI. Just as the MLC immediately awarded HFA a contract to process MLC transactions, one imagines the PROs’ performance rights administration expertise would put them at the head of the line of contractors under consideration to administer a new compulsory license.

**CONCLUSION**

Several years ago, Glynn Lunney predicted that music performance rights licensing, currently dominated by PRO collective licensing, could transition into a collective copyright management model because the “market can solve the transaction cost problem that particular instances of widespread copyright infringement create without the need for a uniform price, collectively set.” This led Professor Lunney to ask, “How long will the copyright collective [licensing] model be permitted to endure?” As the foregoing discussion shows, it is still a fair question. But if there is pressure on the PRO licensing model, it is coming from copyright owners, not music users. Major music licensees such as streaming services clearly prefer highly regulated blanket collective licensing to direct licensing. So, if the music publishing industry forgoes the PRO-centric blanket licensing model for performance rights licensing and embraces direct licensing, it will be over the clamorous protests of the streaming industry.

Nevertheless, because technological advances in performance tracking and usage data make direct licensing of performance rights more feasible than ever before, music publishers could transition to a direct-licensing model for performance rights. The DOJ reviews of the ASCAP and BMI consent decrees in 2014–16 and 2019–21, both of which failed to effect any changes to the decrees or eliminate the “all-in” licensing requirement, might have made this an inevitability.

Accordingly, many open questions remain about the future of ASCAP and BMI (and perhaps SESAC and GMR, as well). If major publishers move to direct-license streaming services and the “all-in” rule remains intact, how would they license and
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collect for non-streaming performances? As noted in Part IV, technology and competition in the licensing space makes non-PRO alternatives more feasible all the time. However, switching from the PROs, with their licensing expertise, networks, and enforcement capabilities, would be a major and risky transition. And there is no guarantee that making the switch to direct licensing would yield the material difference in streaming licensing fees the publishers hope for.

There is also the question of whether independent publishers would follow suit by removing their rights from ASCAP and BMI. Doing so would gut the PROs as collective licensing organizations. But smaller publishers would have fewer resources available to manage the transition to PRO-less, direct performance rights licensing. Small publishers benefit greatly from the PROs, not only because of reduced transaction costs but also because of valuable administrative and enforcement cost savings that arise from the efficiencies of the collective licensing model. The likely outcome if the market moves to direct licensing of streaming services is that ASCAP and BMI, if permitted by the DOJ, would reinvent themselves as CMOs that administer direct-licensing transactions without issuing blanket licenses and continue to collect on behalf of publishers. Indeed, when Sony briefly purported to withdraw its digital rights from ASCAP and BMI in 2011, it continued to use them to administer its direct licenses. This would allow publishers to continue to enjoy many of the efficiencies of collective copyright management while employing a direct licensing model.199

Further, there is the question of whether a direct-licensing model would increase songwriters’ vulnerability.200 Today, the PROs pay songwriters their share of performance royalty income directly, providing songwriters with an accountable intermediary that lacks the conflicts of interest inherent in the songwriter–publisher relationship. The PROs implement and effectively enforce the time-honored fifty-fifty royalty split between songwriters and publishers.201 If publishers direct-license streaming services, they might aim to collect on behalf of songwriters. How this would be addressed in a direct-licensing model is unclear.202 It is seemingly in the best interests of the songwriter to be paid directly by whatever intermediaries
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administer direct licenses on behalf of publishers, whether they be PROs reconfigured as CMOs or some other third-party administrators.

Of course, publishers could also opt to maintain the status quo, relying on PROs for performance rights licensing and administration, and on periodic CRB-mandated rate increases to increase revenue. While this is perhaps the most frictionless path forward, it would mean capitulation on a definitive issue: the ability to set their own prices and maximize revenue. Publishers have long bristled at the excessive regulation of their industry. Between compulsory mechanical licensing and the ASCAP and BMI consent decrees, the only major revenue stream over which music publishers enjoy direct pricing control is synchronization. Publishers believe they need not look further than streaming rates for sound recordings to demonstrate their disadvantaged position and the resultant inequities. Record labels and artists earn more than three times what publishers and songwriters earn for the same interactive stream. Of course, sound recording licenses for interactive streaming are neither compulsory nor subject to regulatory oversight, suggesting to publishers that their own copyrights would be far more valuable in a free market.

Streaming services view the situation differently: From their perspective, they already pay most of their revenue to copyright owners. For example, Spotify pays roughly seventy percent of total revenues to rights holders. How copyright owners choose to divide that lucrative pot among themselves, streaming services believe, is not the streaming services’ concern. Thus, streaming services maintain that if there is a problem with the status quo, it is that the labels are paid too much and that any increase in publishers’ share should result from a concomitant decrease in labels’ royalties, not from extracting an additional pound of flesh from streaming services. And streaming services are quick to point out that the major publishers are owned by the same corporations as the major labels. But executives are judged on their ability grow revenue, so record label bosses are unlikely to support any solution that reduces their revenues. The need for intra-industry accord on issues of fair payment seems inevitable.

If publishers do retract their rights from ASCAP and BMI and pursue direct-licensing deals, music users—especially streaming services, broadcasters, and venues—may counter by campaigning for a compulsory blanket license for musical
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performance rights with rates set by the CRB, similar to the blanket compulsory license for mechanical streaming rights established by the MWMA. To achieve this, a separate compulsory license for performance rights might be established, or the MWMA blanket license might be expanded to cover both mechanical and performance rights. In the streaming context, current practice regarding the mechanical compulsory license already effectively merges the two because the royalties owed for mechanicals are determined by subtracting performance royalties paid from an “all-in” rate including mechanicals and performance rights. In the event that music users lobby for a compulsory performance rights license, Congress should be skeptical of arguments that a compulsory license is necessary because major publishers’ market power renders the market anticompetitive and dysfunctional. Direct licensing deals between record labels and interactive streaming services are instructive, as the record industry is more concentrated than the music publishing industry but the symbiotic relationship between labels and streaming services has consistently led to mutual agreement for more than a decade.

It is important to remember how nascent the streaming market still is. To put it into perspective, streaming revenues only overtook physical media and digital download sales for the first time in 2018. It is impossible to predict how licensing models will develop in the coming years and decades, partly because it will still take time for the industry to shake off the vestiges of licensing practices developed for twentieth-century music delivery models. The optimal streaming licensing models and rates are still being worked out. The industry is grappling with transformative questions about the equities of paying songwriters a fraction of what artists receive from streaming, and of artists as well as songwriters and publishers receiving only a fraction of what record labels receive.

The next decade could witness a mass exodus from labels and publishers as artists and songwriters license directly through digital distributors to disintermediate and keep the majority of the revenue their music generates. That could cause a massive restructuring of the music economy, undermining the legacy intermediaries and resulting in a technology- and information-driven fragmented licensing environment in which a plethora of digital media distributors and rights administrators license discrete industry sectors—streaming, radio, background music, bars and restaurants, and so on. Of course, people have been predicting disintermediation since the advent of streaming.
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of the internet, but it has yet to happen on the scale many predicted, in part because it turns out that it is very difficult for artists and songwriters to handle all the functions that labels, publishers, and PROs do. Nevertheless, with the multidirectional pressures on ASCAP and BMI from new competitors, their major publisher members, and regulators, it is easy to imagine that in the coming years they will be reduced to CMOs providing administrative support for direct or compulsory licenses—a far cry from the blanket-licensing behemoths that drew antitrust scrutiny for nearly a century.
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